In the Cohen model any compact separable space that does not contain ßN has cardinality at most of the continuum.
In this paper we prove the theorem stated in the abstract. By the Cohen model we mean any model obtained by adjoining N2 Cohen reals to a model of GCH. We shall, in fact, show that any compact separable space of cardinality greater than the continuum c will map onto the space /' . We will see that this is equivalent to containing ßN. We freely use any notation and conventions which we believe to be standard enough to justify this usage.
Suppose that F is a model of GCH, G is Fn(co2, 2)-generic over V, and that in V[G], X is a compact separable space with cardinality greater than c. We will assume (and show later that we may assume) that X has a countable discrete dense set co.
In V, let 6 be a large enough regular cardinal and let M be an elementary submodel of 7/(0) such that X g M[G], \M\ = N2 and such that Mw< c
. Still in V, choose an elementary chain {M(>\a < co2} of elementary submodels of M whose union is M and so that each submodel is closed under co-sequences and each has cardinality N, . It is remarked in [2] that since M < H = Hid), it will be the case that
. This is easily proven using names, forcing, and the definition
It will also be the case here (although not in general) that H[G] will be //(Ö) as computed in V [G] .
Passing to V[G], choose a point x G X\M . For each q < cd, , define forms a A-system with root /; 3. for each a < ß < co-, there is an isomorphism çb<t ß taking Aa , Bn to Aß and Bß , respectively, such that cb(i ß is induced by a bijection from It to /" which is the identity on / ; 4. each of x , À , and B are in M .. : and 5. x" is equal {F G Mt\G]\xn G cl v intY F}. We complete the proof by showing that Claim. V[G] \= {(Ait, Bn)\a < co.,} is a dyadic family. (I.e., for any disjoint finite F,Hcco2, f)',',er ¿\ n f]n€H B" ¿ 0 ■) The main idea here is that since xß is chosen to be like x, we can often force that xß e cl^-ß^ for (ß > a) and by thinning out, we have that xß is like x , so we can often force that x" eel.,A . Yr -{« G co\i3q < r)(q\I G G, and q Ih « G F)}.
Although it is an abuse of notation, we will think of F. as being an element of M[G,], as well as being a F«(co, n Mx , 2)-name of itself.
Proposition 1. For any r e F«(co,, 2) such that rCiMx e Gx and any a G oj1 ,
Proof. It should be clear from Definition 1 that An r = An ,,¡ , (since we may assume q e Fn(In, 2)). Now let r e Fn(I0, 2) be such that </30 n(r) -r\In (if a = 0, let <p0 it be the identity function). Now observe that, since Àn is isomorphic to ÀQ by 0O n , A,.r = ÁQy^Mx[Gx}.
Note that {tf>0 ß(r')\ß e to2} is what one might call a A-system of conditions with root r'\IQ , i.e., they each extend r'\IQ and their domains form a A-system
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use with root equal to the domain of r'\I0. Such a A-system is always "dense-below' the root. Since r \IQ e G , we may choose ß such that rß = çb0 ß(r ) G G . Again, note that Aß f -À0 f, . Now it is clear that (in V By Proposition 4, we may choose an integer k so that
For each a e F , we may choose r e Fn(I , 2) so that r < r\I , r \I e G and r lh k e À .
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Similarly for each ag/7,we may choose rn e Fn(In , 2) so that r <r\I ,r\IeGandr lh k G B .
Since {/Ja G co2} is a A-system with root /, it follows that q -rV\JlteFuH r" is in Fn(co2, 2) . Furthermore, q\\-kef]Àanp\Èa, which is a contradiction.
Therefore we have established the following theorem.
Theorem. In V[G], if X is a compact separable space, then \X\ > c <=>• X maps onto t.
(If we assume that X is 0-dimensional, then we can replace Ie by 2C in the statement.)
Proof. Since X is separable, it can be embedded in a compactification bco of co in such a way that [bco -co] = X . Let {fja e co-,} be the family of maps chosen as above, i.e., {(f~ (0)(~)co,f~ (l)nco)|a G co2} form a dyadic family. Therefore, the function T _", / is a continuous function from ¿bco into Ie.
Since the family {(f~ (0) n co, f~ (I) D co)\a e co2} is dyadic, it follows that the image of bco contains 2C. Also, there is a continuous map from Ie to itself which takes the subspace 2C onto f . Now it follows easily that the restriction of the composition of the two maps to X is an onto map.
Our primary motivation for proving the above result was to show that there need not be a "psi-space" with a compactification of cardinality greater than c. This follows from the above result by a result of Baumgartner and Weese that is equivalent to the result that, in the above model, no (zero-dimensional) compactification of a (//-space can be mapped onto 2C. A (¡/-space is a space containing a countable dense set of isolated points such that the set of nonisolated points is a discrete set and every infinite set of isolated points contains a converging subsequence. In [ 1 ] a Boolean algebra, 38, is called representable if there is a maximal almost-disjoint family s/ of subsets of co so that 38 is isomorphic to the quotient of ^(co) by the ideal generated by sf . This corresponds to the fact that the Stone space of 38 is a compactification of a (¿/■-space. The following lemma is the last part of their Theorem 4.1 (modified so as to include spaces which are not zero-dimensional).
Lemma [1] . In V[G], if co is densely embedded into /' by a function f, then there is a set Y c co such that f[Y] contains no converging sequences. Hence, no xp-space maps continuously to a dense subset of /' .
Proof. Suppose that / is the name of /. For each a e co2, let Àn be the name of {« G co\f(n)(a) < \} . Similarly let Èt be the name for {« G co\f(n)(a) > 4}. Also for each a , fix a countable set / c co,, so that both À and B are Fn(In , 2)-names. Note that we may assume that Let M bean N, -sized elementary submodel of a sufficiently large H(8) such that {/} U {(Áit, Ê(t, In)\a G co2} G M and M is closed under co-sequences. Let M n co2 = X and let / = IxCi M. Since M is an elementary submodel of H(6), we can inductively choose {an\n G co} c k so that:
1. Àn and Bn are isomorphic to Àx and Bx by an isomorphism tpn induced by the order preserving isomorphism from / to Ix, which is the identity on / . 2. / n sup(/ ) = / for each « G co. is infinite, so we may choose k > j and r < rö(pDM) with r' e M so that r lh /c g Fn /4(( . But now 4>2n(r'\12n) = P ^~ k e A^ and p' is compatible with r . To see this last fact we note that r <r, 4>2n(r\Iin) < P , and r < p'nM = p'ndom(r'). The case p lh Èk n Y c 7 is obviously similar.
